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Content
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○
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File formats

Spreadsheet basics
○
○
○

Key components
Formulas
Functions

Platforms
●

Most famous: EXCEL
○

●

Apple Numbers
○

●

https://www.google.com/sheets/

Cryptpad
○
○

●

https://www.apple.com/numbers/

Google Spreadsheet
○

●

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/excel

https://cryptpad.fr/
enable collaberation while keeping data private (very interesting)

etc…..

From now on, everything is based on excel

Input File Formats (Take excel as an example)
●

Spreadsheet Format
○
○

●

Tabular Format
○
○
○

●

Existing Excel workbook or worksheet with extension .xls
■ This is easily read into Excel, just like reading a Word file with extension .doc using MS Word.
Existing Excel workbook or worksheet with extension .xlsx
■ The extension .xlsx mean that the file is in Excel 2007 format.
■ This may not be recognized by earlier versions of Excel such as Excel 97 or Excel 2003.

etc.

Comma-separated values text file with extension .csv
■ This is easily read into Excel.
■ Furthermore, because this is a text file it can be read by many other programs.
Tab-separated values text file with extension .tsv
Text file, often with extension .txt or extension .asc
■ This can be read into Excel but information about the formatting of the data needs to be
provided.

Some EXCEL Key Components
●
●
●
●

●

Name Box: The name box displays the active cell address that is selected. The selected cell in the
Name box is called the “active cell”.
Formula Bar: The Formula Bar is to the right of Name Box. It allows you to enter information into the
worksheet or make edits to data in the worksheet.
Worksheet Window: The Worksheet Window consists of all of the cells in the worksheet. Cells are
classified by lettered columns, and numbered rows. Every cell in the worksheet has a unique
address.
Sheet Tabs & Sheet Tab Scrolling buttons: As written previously, each workbook is composed of
worksheets. Most Excel users place different, but related information in multiple worksheets in the
same workbook. For example, you may maintain an Excel workbook that contains your department
budgets, and each worksheet represents a different year. You can browse between worksheets by
using the Sheet Tab Scrolling buttons. The active sheet appears visually to be at different depths on
the document as other sheets.
Status Bar: The Status bar displays you various information about the cell or a calculation in place. It
when selecting and highlighting multiple cells, it may provide information about the sum of the
components, or an average, depending on the information inside the cells.

Change the input data type
●

ctrl+1 / command + 1!

Filter
●
●

Ctrl + Shift + L
Sorting etc.

Range
●

●

When selecting multiple cells with a mouse and dragging the cursor to
another cell address, the selected cells are referred to a range. A range of
cells is usually selected to perform a calculation.
Format: [A1:B3], can be used in functions, e.g. SUM(A1:A3)
○

can be vertical one column, horizontal one row, or multiple rows and rows

Absolute cell vs Relative cell
●

In Relative referencing, there is a change when copying a formula from one
cell to another cell with respect to the destination.
○

●

This type of referencing is there by default. Relative cell referencing doesn’t require a dollar
sign in the formula.

There is no change in Absolute cell referencing when a formula is copied,
irrespective of the cell’s destination.
○

If you don’t want a change in the formula when it’s copied across cells, then absolute
referencing requires you to add a dollar sign before and after the column and row address.

Absolute vs Relative example (using autofilling)

Conditional Formatting
●

Highlights:
○

○

○

○

Values in specific cells
■
Highlight Cells Rules
Top/Bottom Rules
The relationship of values in a cell
range. Extends a band of color across
the cell.
■
Data Bars
The relationship of values in a cell
range. Applies a color scale where the
intensity of the cell's color reflects the
value's placement toward the top or
bottom of the range.
■
Color Scales
A cell range that contains three to five
groups of values, where each group
has its own threshold.
■
Icon Sets

Function vs Formula
●

The formula is like an equation in Excel, the user types in that. It can be any
type of calculation depending on the user’s choice.
○

●

Manually typing out a formula every time you need to perform a calculation, consumes more
time. e.g. = A1+A2+A3

A function in Excel is a predefined calculation which is in-built in Excel.
○

performing calculations becomes more comfortable and faster while working with functions.
e.g. SUM(A1:A3)

Functions
●

finding functions()
○
○
○

●

FIND() / SEARCH()
VLOOKUP()/LOOKUP()
FILTER()

other useful
○
○
○
○

IF()
SUMIFS() / COUNTIFS()
TRIM()
CONCATNATE()

Function

Syntax

Method meaning

Reference Link

FIND()

FIND(find_text,
within_text,
[start_num])

locate one text string within a
second text string, and return the
number of the starting position of the
first text string from the first
character of the second text string.

https://support.microsoft.com/enus/office/find-findb-functions-c79
12941-af2a-4bdf-a553-d0d89b0a
0628

SEARCH
()

SEARCH(find_
text,within_text
,[start_num])

Similar to FIND() but not
case-insensitive

https://support.microsoft.com/enus/office/search-searchb-function
s-9ab04538-0e55-4719-a72e-b6f
54513b495

IF()

IF(C2=”Yes”,1,
2)

IF(C2 = Yes, then return a 1,
otherwise return a 2).

https://support.microsoft.com/enus/office/if-function-69aed7c9-4e
8a-4755-a9bc-aa8bbff73be2

SUMIFS(
)

SUMIFS(sum_
range,
criteria_range1
, criteria1,
[criteria_range
2, criteria2], ...)

adds all of its arguments that meet
multiple criteria.

https://support.microsoft.com/enus/office/sumifs-function-c9e748f
5-7ea7-455d-9406-611cebce642
b

Function

Syntax

Meaning

Reference Link

TRIM()

TRIM(text)

Removes leading and
trailing spaces from the
text in the formula

https://support.microsoft
.com/en-us/office/trim-fu
nction-410388fa-c5df-4
9c6-b16c-9e5630b479f
9

CONCATNA
TE()

CONCATENATE(text
1, [text2], ...)

join two or more text
strings into one string

https://support.microsoft
.com/en-us/office/conca
tenate-function-8f8ae88
4-2ca8-4f7a-b093-75d7
02bea31d

VLOOKUP()
●

Syntax
○

●

VLOOKUP (lookup_value, table_array, col_index_num, [range_lookup])

Argument
○
○

○
○

lookup_value
■ The value you want to look up, also called the lookup value.
table_array
■ The range where the lookup value is located. Remember that the lookup value should always
be in the first column in the range for VLOOKUP to work correctly. For example, if your
lookup value is in cell C2 then your range should start with C.
col_index_num
■ The column number in the range that contains the return value. For example, if you specify
B2:D11 as the range, you should count B as the first column, C as the second, and so on.
[range_lookup]
■ Optionally, you can specify TRUE if you want an approximate match or FALSE if you want an
exact match of the return value. If you don't specify anything, the default value will always be
TRUE or approximate match.

Example
●

Find the status for order 10100 in orders
○
○

In excel
■ = VLOOKUP(10100, A2:E327, 5, FALSE)
In SQL
■ SELECT status FROM orders WHERE orderNumber = 10100;

XLOOKUP()
●
●

Similar to VLOOKUP() but can return multiple cells values
Syntax
○

●

=XLOOKUP(lookup_value, lookup_array, return_array, [if_not_found], [match_mode], [search_mode])

Argument
○
○
○
○
○

○

lookup_value: The value to search for
lookup_array: The array or range to search
return_array: The array or range to return
if_not_found: Where a valid match is not found, return the [if_not_found] text you supply. By default, returns #N/A
match_mode:
■
Specify the match type:
■
0 - Exact match. If none found, return #N/A. This is the default.
■
-1 - Exact match. If none found, return the next smaller item.
■
1 - Exact match. If none found, return the next larger item.
■
2 - A wildcard match where *, ?, and ~ have special meaning.
search_mode:
■
Specify the search mode to use:
■
1 - Perform a search starting at the first item. This is the default.
■
-1 - Perform a reverse search starting at the last item.
■
2 - Perform a binary search that relies on lookup_array being sorted in ascending order. If not sorted, invalid
results will be returned.
■
-2 - Perform a binary search that relies on lookup_array being sorted in descending order. If not sorted, invalid
results will be returned.

Example
●

Find all information for order 10100 in orders
○
○

In excel
■ = XLOOKUP(A2, A2:A7, A2:G7)
In SQL
■ SELECT * FROM orders WHERE orderNumber = 10100;

FILTER()
●
●

Filter a range of data based on criteria you define.
Syntax
○

●

Argument
○
○
○

●

=FILTER (array, include, [if_empty])
array - Range or array to filter.
include - Boolean array, supplied as criteria.
if_empty - [optional] Value to return when no results are returned.

Only in Microsoft

Example
●

Find the payment by customernumber 103
○
○

= FILTER(A1:D274, A1:A274 = 103) in sheet payments
SELECT * FROM Payments WHERE customerNumber = 103;

Google Sheets query
●
●

Can use query similar to SQL (Kind of??)
Syntax
○

●

=QUERY(data, query, [headers])

Example
○
○

For table payment, search for the payment for customer number 103
= QUERY(A1:D274, "SELECT * WHERE A = 103")

Useful Webs & References
●
●

http://cameron.econ.ucdavis.edu/excel/excel.html - very useful intro to excel
Interview Questions - some basic and conceptual stuff in EXCEL
○

●

FILTER()
○

●

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/xlookup-function-b7fd680e-6d10-43e6-84f9-88eae8bf5929s

Google Sheets SQL
○

●

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/vlookup-function-0bbc8083-26fe-4963-8ab8-93a18ad188a1

XLOOKUP()
○

●

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/filter-function-f4f7cb66-82eb-4767-8f7c-4877ad80c759

VLOOKUP()
○

●

https://www.simplilearn.com/tutorials/excel-tutorial/excel-interview-questions

https://hevodata.com/learn/google-sheets-sql/#s7

Special Thanks to Isabelle!

